LEADERS-PEOPLE and CLIMATE HELL.
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This is mind analysis on People facing option on Climate Hell or Climate Revolution.
A people becomes impossible to do,when he feel also massive others consider it so.
A people becomes possible to do,when he feel also massive others consider it so.
.

[１]：Why people now has become impossible？！
＝The Emperor with Elites has been making people impossible !.
⑴In the beginning was EXXON-MOBIL,who had noticed CO2 causes Global Warming.
Oil-USA Emperor Rockefeller had decided to hide.Now they has been endeavoring it.

Exxon knew four decades ago about CO2.
http://www.msnbc.com/greenhouse/watch/exxon-knew-four-decades-ago-about-co2-536557123
707?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral

⑵IPCC(climate scientist) the injustice manipulated by the oil merchant.
UN climate scientist consultant has been being censored and.......,the consequence is decisive.
Coming climate fire hell is due to massive Arctic Methane burst,which is hided by IPCC.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html

⑶Politician UN climate meeting＝COPX had done decisive role to cause desperate on CO2
reduction due to ugly egocentric dealings with nothing fear on coming climate hell world.
⑷Business society the too busy on own job in massive oil consuming regime with fear on
company sales has been hating CO2 reduction due to fear on the regime change.
⑸Global science,education,and mass media has been being ruled by CIA international.
CIA-military industry media complex(the warmonger regime)is belong to the Emperor.
As the consequence,global people know almost nothing about deadly emergent climate
reality now heading toward climate hell and nothing about climate fixing possibility.
Even if they became aware,they would become desperate due to too big to fix !!.
However,it is wrong.Climate fixing would be possible as follows.
http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
⑹It is Global Exterminating,but the elites would survive with high technology.
It is not total nuclear war,but climate that is substantial,but hided WWⅢexterminating global
population.It is plot called operation EndGame the final survival game by elites.Since 9/11 in
2011,the world had become too nervous on Middle East disputes and frequent terror in
everywhere in the world to hide climate,which are all conspired by the warmonger USA.
⑺Now President Trump has unprecedented responsibility on humanity.As you have
known,from beginning to end,all is due to USA only !!!.

[２]：Climate Scientists never can tell “it is too late !!”.
The Rio Declaration: Principle 15 - the Precautionary Approach.
In order to protect the environment, the precautionary approach shall be widely applied by

States according to their capabilities. Where there are threats of serious or irreversible
damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing
cost-effective measures to prevent environmental degradation
Also President Trump never can tell “it is impossible”. America would determine coming
world destiny not before long<in the presidency term !>.
The inauguration address in 2017.
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-full-text-of-president-donald-trumps-inaugural-address-2017-01-20

...............
Do not allow anyone to tell you that it cannot be done.
No challenge can match the heart and fight and spirit of America. We will not fail.
Our country will thrive and prosper again.

[３]：Must Know Items for Ordinal People.
Recent people had become aware threat of worsened climate,however they feel
powerless as an individual,above all,also massive others with government,science
society-education and mass media entirely seems as usual ignoring coming risk.
It is unprecedented outrageous global extinction,even though,they can not imagine.
It is the supreme war ,far cruel hell than any wars in mankind history .
However,there is salvation technology possibility,if we could have turn life as usual.
Then can you imagine what could have turn all of you to make the decision in a time ?.
Anyone can make decision as for what could be seen,while as for something not could be
seen,they must make decision by theoretical prediction !!. Thereby crooked now regime with
science-education-mass media will not make you seen on coming hell,but not TV game.
Author was once theoretical physicist and had made theories approved by realities(but not
by the crooked authority), while massive of you did not experience strong confidence on
theoretical prediction.However,some of you could be so by seriousness and the messenger.
⑴Basic Income(BI)Method assure your life even when jobless or income down.
http://www.777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J96-BASIC-INCOME.pdf
Above is Japanese.Summary and coarsely to tell,at first<0 jobless approximation> ,nation is
to pay all the nation people basic income without any restricted condition.Then salary

above basic income amount at present must be subtracted by basic one amount to pay tax
by company.Thereby salary amount never change.Also almost nothing paying cost
increasing in company.
At 2nd<not 0 jobless approximation>,now your income is fed for your family(wife and children
without income).Then jobless people is to be counted as adding your family by few jobless
rate degree in national average meaning<this is a few tax increasing component>.
⑵Thereby,even in ECONOMIC REGIME CHANGE by technology or by Climate Policy,
your income could be assured by BI.This is also saving minimum market size by BI.
⑶A people becomes impossible to do,when he feel also massive others consider it so.

A people becomes possible to do,when he feel also massive others consider it so.
⑷Once people had become aware on deadly climate reality,

they could do their best to survive.Trust and Be it at now !!!!
Then rapid decision making(on global climate-war time declaration)in a time
is decisive to do or die.
*More details could be seen in following site.
http:/www.777true.net/

